PRO

NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES
TOPICS

SYNOPSIS
One of the most vital skills required in procurement is the ability
to negotiate contracts effectively: contracts, in a wide range
of settings, over large and small issues. This course provides a
solid battery of strategies, tactics and skills that are effective in
contract formation and contract administration negotiations.
Every key phase of the negotiation process — from start to
finish — is covered in this dynamic course, designed as a
hands-on workshop that encourages participants to develop
and test their skills.

PREPARING FOR NEGOTIATION
 Issues
 Positions
 Primary vs. Secondary Issues

The course engages participants through a series of
negotiation trials, providing valuable situational experience.
You’ll discover the merits of thorough preparation as you
identify and resolve issues and guide efforts toward measurable
goals. This step-by-step preparation process focuses the
participant on setting organizational priorities, positioning
to exert influence and achieve organizational goals, and
developing the ability to synchronize the outcome of the
negotiation process with the needs of their organization.

INFLUENCING THE OTHER PARTY
 65 Competitive Techniques
 Reasoning Techniques
 Power Techniques
 Rapport Techniques
 Two Collaborative Approaches
 Reciprocity
 Problem Solving
 Exerting Influence and Settling
Disagreements

It is essential that contract personnel not only be able to plan
for a negotiation, but also be able to lead it. During this course,
you’ll have the opportunity practice new tools and techniques
for leading a negotiation.

NEGOTIATION SKILLS
 Listening
 Questioning
 Verbal and Nonverbal Skills
 Persuasion
 Stating Positions
 Probing For Positions
 Reinforcing The Giving of
Concessions
 Reducing Tension
 Reaching Closure

In-class exercises will provide insights into individual personality
as it relates to natural negotiation style. You’ll perform a
series of increasingly challenging negotiations, which will be
videotaped to offer immediate feedback on your negotiation
skills and invaluable experience in putting theory into practice.
The new skills you gain from this course can be immediately
applied to other contracting situations in which formal and
informal negotiations of all varieties take place. And, upon reentering your organization after the course, you’ll be equipped
to profile other negotiators, which is useful in diagnosing skills
and improving performance in future negotiations.

CONDUCTING THE NEGOTIATION
 Creating Rapport
 Exploratory Contacts
 Hard-Core Bargaining
 Closure and Agreement

NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES
 Characteristics of Competitive
And Collaborative Strategies
 Situational Experimentation
 Behavioral Congruence
 Selecting Strategies
 Practical Implications

LEARN


Strategize and prepare for contract negotiations



Use proven techniques for conducting a negotiation session



Understand your strengths and use them to your
advantage at the negotiating table



Use 65 proven techniques for influencing the other party



Maximize key listening and question - asking skills that get
you the information you need

UNDERSTANDING YOUR
STYLE OF NEGOTIATION
 Behavior
 Motivation
 Analytic-Autonomizing
 Assertive-Directing
 Altruistic-Nurturing
 Flexible-Cohering
 Personal Strengths
 Personal Weaknesses

IDENTIFYING YOUR
NEGOTIATION STRENGTHS
 Understanding Your Natural
Style
 Combining Your Natural Style
With a Formal, Systematic
Approach
 Enhancing Your Natural Power
CHARACTERISTICS OF AN
EFFECTIVE NEGOTIATOR
 Flexible
 Goal-Oriented
 Time-Oriented
 Objective
 Strategizing
 Reasonable
 Empowered
 Information-Oriented
DEVELOPING A
NEGOTIATION STRATEGY
 The Meaning of Strategy in
Negotiations
 Short-Term Objectives
 Long-Term Objectives
 Acquisition Planning
Requirements
 Key Considerations — Quality,
Cost, and Schedule
 Intraorganizational Problems
— Functional Disputes, Team
Development, Discipline,
Cohesion, Organizational,
Expectations, and Management
Involvement
 Interorganizational Problems —
Security; Intelligence; Strengths
and Weaknesses of Market
Position; and, Past, Present, and
Future Relationships
DOCUMENTING NEGOTIATIONS
 The Importance of Good
Documentation
 The Price Negotiation
Memorandum
 Post Negotiation Clearances
and Approvals
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